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About Department of Education,
Magadh University
Magadh University, a state University was
established on 1st March, 1962 included under
section 2(f) & 12(b) of the UGC act 1956. It is the
largest University of Bihar situated in a sprawling
Campus of 460 Acres Of Land enjoying the spiritual
breeze of the Bodhi Tree which enlightened Lord
Buddha. Dr. Sarvapali Radha Krishnan, the then
President of India laid the foundation of this
University. Dr. K.K. Dutta, renowned Historian was
the Founder Vice- Chancellor of this University.
Bodh-Gaya, a sacred place of pilgrimage, a unique
centre of Buddhist learning and the ancient seat
of Vajrasana as well as symbol of enlightenment,
sublimity and compassion, is the headquarter of
Magadh University. Now Magadh University has
24 Post Graduate Departments, 44 Constituent
Colleges and 85 affiliated colleges.
Education Department is one among them,
having B.Ed. & Ph.D. programms. It was established
in 2007 with the permission of state Govt of Bihar
& Chancellor’s Secretariat (Raj Bhawan). The
regulation of the programms has been prepared
and finalised by the statutory bodies of the
University and approved by the Inter university
board (Bihar) and assented to his excellency the
Governor -cum- Chancellor of universities of
Bihar.
Department of Education, Magadh
University, Bodh Gaya is imparting teaching learning and facilitating research work since 200708 academic session. The Department is marching
ahead in the stewardship of Dean, faculty of
Education Dr. Israll Khan and is well equipped with
Hi-tech class rooms, Different Labs, Seminar Hall,
Conference room, enriched library with reading
room, & ICT lab. contributes to a state of art
infrastructure transforming the department in an
international site of facilitating and constructing
knowledge

Rationale for the National Level
Seminar on Excellence in Education
Our country India has a glorious past having
shadiest present and aiming at brightest future. It
is so large country which has 702 Universities
and 35,539 Colleges having 13% gross enrolment
ratio. To achieve 25% enrolement ratio it needs
more 500 universities and 35000 colleges to

become competitive in the sphere of higher
education (UGC guidelines for training and
development of academic administrators in HEIs
2010). But this increase in number cannot fulfil
the goals of nation due to lack of excellence.
Hence our performance in education is not up to
the mark in comparison to other countries like
China, Japan, Singapore, Switzerland, Canada,
USA, U.K. etc. It has been already proved in various
surveys. This figure has been highlighted in various
journals.
The important reason for our lagging behind
is the number of research papers published by
our institutions and universities. Our research has
length and breadth but no depth in comparison to
the above countries India has moved from
15th rank in 2003 to 9th rank in 2010. The citation
index
per
faculty
was
38.2
for
HT-Bombay, 40.2 for IIT Madras 57.2 for IIT
Kharagpur . It shows a severe shortfall in the
number of research papers published by Indian
faculties, whereas Harvard and MIT were rated
at 100 and 99.3 respectively.
It is also seen that some of the private
institutions are poorly designed having low quality
output. Along with this we can think about our
learning foundation i.e. primary education. The
proportion of class V children who were able to
read a class II text book was 53.7% in 2010 and
declined further to 48.2% in 2011. The proportion
of class III students able to do single subtraction
sums declined during this period. Similarly from
36.3% to 29.9% in the rural areas. This position
was very alarming. The number of boys who could
do subtraction at class III level was only 23.2%.
Boys and girls who could read a class II textbook
fully was 18.8% of class III students (ASER, 2011).
In this situation excellence in education is an
exclamation. If we can’t make excellence in primary
education then how do we hope for excellence in
higher education!
Excellence! Excellence! Excellence! It has
several dimensions. Here question arises in mind
“whether we are creative in our work? whether
we apply our imagination? whether we are
accountable to our work? Do we apply innovative
ideas? Do we follow trustfulness? The answer
will be a little. Then where is excellence?
We have glorious past regarding Excellence.
It is a culture. Would we think about the excellence
of Lord Buddha, Swami Dayanand, Sri Aurbindo,

Swami Vivekanand, Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. Allama
Iqbal and others! We can get inspiration from
industriousness of China and flourishing of Japan.

In this place we should remember the
message of Martin Luthar King Jr.” If a man is
called to be a street sweeper, he should sweep
as a Micheal Angelo the painter or Beethoven who
composed music or Shakespeare who wrote
poetry. He should sweep street so well that all
the hosts of heaven and earth will pause to say,
here lived a great street sweeper who did this job
well.”

According to Sri Aurbindo ,” One drop of
practice is greater than one ocean of theories,
advises and good resolution.” If we consider this
approach in education it is sure we can build
excellent education, excellent society and
excellent nation. Keeping this objective the
proposed seminar is being organised. Shall we
be working for this Excellence!!!

Invitation for Papers

Original scholarly papers are invited from
teachers / scholars / educationists across the
country .
The Participants are requested to send an
abstract of the paper in about 200 words and full
paper about 3000 to 4000 words. The paper
should be typed preferably in MS-Word, Times
New Roman, Kruti Dev 010 (Hindi) 1.5 line spacing.
The paper must be sent through e-mail. The hard
copy of the paper must be sent along with the
registration form to the organising secretary by
20th March 2014. The selected papers will be

Objective

published by Dept. of Education, Magadh University.

•
•

•
•
•
•

To familiarize with the various concepts of
excellence in education.
To train the teachers/scholars about different
innovative approaches of excellence in
education.
To make them understand the technical
perspectives of excellence in education.
To enable them understand the role of
innovative ideas in excellent education.
To train them to imply the parameters of
excellence in education.
To share wiser views of eminent educationist
and scholars regarding excellence in
education

Thrust Areas

Higher Education
Distance Education
Digital Education
Women Education
Special Education
Vocational Education
Teacher Education
Professional Education
Physical Education
Management Education
Technical Education

– Registration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programme Schedule

09:30 A.M.-10:30 A.M.

– Inaugural session
– Felicitation of Guests

26th March, 2014

10:30 A.M.-11:30 A.M.

– Welcome address by the
organizing secretary

– Presidential address by Dean
– Guest Address (Hon’ble VC)

– Keynote address by the guest

–
–
–
–
–

Tea & Snacks
Plenary session (2)
Plenary session (3)
Parallel paper presentation
Lunch

11:30 A.M.-12.00 Noon – Tea break
12:00 - 01:00 P.M.
– Plenary session (1)
01:15 P.M.-02:30 P.M. – Lunch break
02:30 P.M.-04:30 P.M. – Parallel paper presentation
27th March, 2014

10:00 A.M.-10:15 A.M.
10:15 A.M.-11:15 A.M.
11:15 A.M. -12:00
12:00 - 01:30 P.M.
01:30 P.M. - 02:30 P.M.

Votes of Thanks

02:30 P.M. -3:15 P.M. – Presentation of report by
all group Coordinators.
03:15 P.M.- 04:00 P.M.– Valedictory function
04:00 P.M.- 04:30 P.M.– Distribution of certificates

Registration Fee

Teachers/ Professors/other
1000/Research scholars
700/Local Student-teachers
500/Note : For residence facility Rs. 200/- per day
will have to be paid.
The above amount is to be submitted by
DD/Multicity Cheque / Account Deposit in favour of
Seminar Fund, Dept. of Education, Magadh
University, BodhGaya, payable at BodhGaya. For
electronic transfer IFSC Code : CBIN0280045,
A/c. No. 3318331363 Central Bank of India,
BodhGaya (Bihar).

